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• All coaches have a mixed bag of experience when relating to parents . 

• We need to remember parents are the biggest influencers of character. 


• Sports teams are selecting on character more than ever. 

• The most helpful environment for character and player development is ‘safe uncertainty’.  

• CARDS are most easily adopted in a ‘safe uncertainty’ environment.


•For most parents ‘safe uncertainty’ is not 
regularly expressed in their parenting style. 

•Parents feel threatened and vulnerable about 
their parenting. 

•Society is brutal to parents (including sports 
coaches and teams). 


(Graph image from Dr Suze Brown )


So how do we help parents embrace “safe uncertainty” and in doing so give our players the best learning 
environment on and off the field? 


1. Contextualise the story (Use ‘parent speak’)

Much of the talk aimed at parents does not speak from their view point. Coaches acquiring the skill of ‘parent 
speak’ will be more effective than those who just talk from their own view point. 

2. Have a debate about your focus on results and character 

Coaches often talk about parents being unhelpfully competitive and having unrealistic expectations, which 
are often fair comments. However, what does your team celebrate? what does your team focus on? what do 
the coaches model? Because parents will follow your lead.

3. Parent engagement is more that about sidelines 

It is right to help parents with sideline engagement, however it is simple to help them see the value of CARDS 
in the whole of parenting. Meaning a more effective embracing at the CARDS values. 

4. Make it fun.

Much of the parenting engagement on social media is all about shaming parents and putting them into boxes 
of ‘Good and supportive parent’ or ‘pushy and bad parents’. Make it fun. Adults like fun rather than being 
shamed. They like to be heard rather than being told a long list of do’s and don’ts. Playing games with adults 
will have surprisingly high impact. Here is an example of a game I’ve played with adults. 

5. Use a mixed economy of voices 

At grass roots level you don’t have time to work with parents and players, so use a parenting champion. At 
higher levels you are the gatekeeper of the children’s sporting future. To help parents engage they need to 
feel they are not jeopardising their child’s selection opportunities. Use someone like me who has a more 
neutral voice to inspire and engage the parents.


What can I do to help?  

I’ve spent 20 years working with families and parents so I know how to ‘speak parent’. I can run sessions for 
your coaches on how to ‘speak parent’ to help reduce coach frustration with parents. I can run sessions for 
your parents which will be fun and make an impact on them for game day and the rest of the week. 


If you’d like to know more please contact me here.  
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